MINING LOCAL RESOURCES FOR LONG-TERM SUCCESS
A THEATRICAL APPROACH
CHOOSE YOUR CAST WISELY
CALL ON THE UNEXPECTED
BE AN ACTIVE PARTICIPANT
TAKE THE SHOW ON THE ROAD

A GOLF COURSE INVITATIONAL
FOOD ... ALWAYS
INVOLVE EVERYONE,
BLEND TALENT, EXPERIENCE AND ENCOURAGE HAMS
PROPS
INVITE
OUTSIDE
STAGE DESIGN
TALENT
WHAT ARE THE REWARDS?
$ - INCOME FROM TICKET SALES
!! - ANTICIPATION FOR THE “NEXT” MYSTERY
INVOLVEMENT OF CURRENT FRIENDS IN A NEW VENTURE
EXPOSURE FOR THE FRIENDS
HUGE POTENTIAL FOR NEW INVOLVEMENT TO F
HIGH PRO FILE COMMUNITY MEMBERS FOR
SUPPORT, FRIENDS MEMBERSHIPS AND A GREAT
RESOURCE FOR…. 
Themes of plays:

- An original “paid for” play
- Western – based loosely on *Gunsmoke*
- Cruise ship – motivated by the *Love Boat*
- “alien adventure” outer space theme
- Invited to do a play “off site” at a local golf club – with a golf theme

NEW OPTION available:

- Murder mysteries in a box....
elly@rethinkinglibraries.com
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